Proposed FBC Amendments/Interpretations

____

Map Amendment _

Text Amendment _____

Topic: N-FBC: Alley Locations
Issues:
1. Unlike FBC, N-FBC does not specifically state that alley locations may be adjusted
Purpose (Why is a change to the FBC needed?) (Examples: Constructability; Change in
vision; Precedent; Avoid future results of unintended circumstances):

To provide flexibility in final location and alignment of alleys for those alleys shown on
the adopted Regulating Plans. (Not all alleys are shown on Regulating Plans).
Discussion:
A main premise of the form based codes is to place buildings close to and oriented
towards the public realm: streets, sidewalks, and public squares. Service functions and
parking access are designed to occur at the back of buildings from alleys, away or less
visible from public view. This is a common characteristic of most urban environments.
Alleys shown on the FBC and N-FBC Regulating Plans are based on these urban design
principles. However, the locations shown are general, commonly along property lines
and predictive of where the rear sides of buildings may occur, and not driven by
engineering analysis. It is intended that more detailed site and engineering work, at the
time development applications are prepared, inform the final alley location and design to
address potential site constraints (i.e. topography) and to suit the building placement,
layout and program. Public street design and location is the highest priority from a
hierarchical perspective as these provide organization to the corridor and provide
circulation for the entire public. Therefore, these locations are intended to be precise. In
contrast, alley design and location can be more flexible as these routes primarily serve a
smaller area or only the local development, and their main function is for service and
building access rather than for through traffic.
Alleys shown on the Regulating Plan in the commercial centers FBC may be adjusted
administratively to account for specific site and building proposals, and do not require
County Board approval of a modification for minor adjustments. If the proposed alley
location is significantly different than what is specified in the FBC, then a modification is
required. The proposed amendment to allow for adjustments to alley locations in the NFBC would provide a consistent regulation in both the FBC and the N-FBC:
• Add “(Locations may be adjusted)” by the symbol for alleys on the Regulating
Plan Key legend.
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FBC References (section/page #):
N-FBC
Section 302, Regulating Plan Key, BES Designations and Regulatory Elements, Alley; see
pages 3.6, 3.8, 3.10
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